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� Introduction

In this paper we study the problem of counting the number of points on an elliptic
curve over a 
nite prime 
eld� This problem is not only very interesting for number
theorists but has recently gained a lot of attention among cryptographers� The use
of elliptic curves in public key cryptography was suggested by Koblitz �� and Miller
��� The security of their elliptic curve cryptosystems is based on the intractability
of the problem of computing discrete logarithms in the elliptic curve group� The
best algorithms known for solving this problem for arbitrary elliptic curves are the
exponential square root attacks �� which have running time proportional to the
largest prime factor dividing the group order� Consequently� in order to guarantee
the security of the system it is necessary to 
nd this group order and its prime factor�
ization� Although Schoof ��� proved that the cardinality of an elliptic curve group
over a 
nite 
eld can be computed in polynomial time� his algorithm is extremely
ine�cient in practice�

Recently� there has been a lot of progress concerning the problem of computing
this group order �E�IFp�� Atkin �� and Elkies �� have developed new e�cient
algorithms� Those algorithms have been partially improved and implemented in
Paris �see ��� and Saarbr�ucken �see ���� In both implementations the algorithm
is distributed over a network of workstations by means of the system LiPS ���
which supports such distributions� The current record is the computation of the
group order �E�IFp�� where p is a ����digit prime �see ���� That computation
took approximately ���� MIPS days� In this paper we brie�y describe the state
of the art of counting points on elliptic curve over 
nite prime 
elds� We explain
the main computational problems and their solution by means of distributed and
parallel computation�

� The problem

We describe the problem explicitely� Let p be a prime number� p � �� An elliptic
curve over the prime 
eld IFp of characteristic p is a pair E � �a� b� � IF�

p with
�a����b� �� �� For example� for p � �� the pair E � ��� �� is such a curve� The set
E�IFp� of points on E is the set of all solutions �x� y� � IF�

p of the equation

y� � x� � ax � b ���

together with an additional point O �at in
nity� obtained by considering the projec�
tive closure of ���� The set E�IFp� has a group structure with the point O acting as
the identity element� The problem is to 
nd the cardinality �E�IFp� of this group�
i�e� the number of solutions of ���� It is known that

p� � � �
p
p � �E�IFp� � p� � � �

p
p�

There is an obvious method for 
nding �E�IFp�	 for any pair �x� y� � IF�

p check
whether �x� y� is a solution of ���� Clearly� this method requires more than p�
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arithmetic operations and is� therefore� infeasible for large primes p� In our example�
however� this method yields

�E�IF��� � ���

� The algorithm

We present a short overview of the algorithm and then describe the parts in detail
�for a more exact description of the algorithm see ����

In a precomputation� the algorithm of Atkin and Elkies �AE� determines for the 
rst
few prime numbers l a polynomial Gl�X�Y � � ZZ�X�Y  which is of degree l � � in
X�

If a particular 
nite prime 
eld IFp and an elliptic curve E � �a� b� � IF�

p are given�
AE uses the polynomials Gl�X�Y � to 
nd �E�IFp�� It 
rst determines for �su��
ciently many� primes l the polynomial Gl�E�X� which is obtained from Gl�X�Y � by
replacing the coe�cients by their residue classes mod p and by substituting for Y
the value j�E� � IFp which is

j�E� � ����
�a�

�a� � ��b�
�

Next it computes the degrees of the irreducible factors of Gl�E�X�� The sequence of
those degrees is called the decomposition type of Gl�E�X�� From the decomposition
type of Gl�E�X� AE deduces possible values for the group order �E�IFp� mod l�
Once there is information about �E�IFp� mod l for su�ciently many prime numbers
l� that information is used to 
nd a multiple m of the order of a random point P
on E in the interval �p� � � �

p
p� p � � � �

p
p� Typically� we have m � �E�IFp��

which can be checked by a veri
cation procedure�

� The precomputation

In the precomputation step we compute the polynomials Gl�X�Y � � ZZ�X�Y � We
will now describe how this is done� Let j�� � be the Klein modular function �see
���� That function is meromorphic and admits a Fourier expansion which can be
explicitely determined� The 
rst few terms of that expansion are

j�� � � e���i� � ��� � ��� ��� e��i� � �� ��� ��� e��i� � ��� ��� ��� e��i� � � � � �

The function j�� � is trancendental over C� Thus� substituting Y with j�l� �� we can
view Gl�X�Y � as a univariate polynomial in ZZ�j�l� ��X� Set Pl�X� � Gl�X� j�l� ���
The coe�cients of Pl�X� belong to ZZ�j�l� �� They have� therefore� a Fourier expan�
sion� On the other hand� the zeros of Pl�X� are explicitely known� If

fl�� � �

�
��� �

��l� �

��s

�
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where ��� � is the Dedekind ��function and s is minimal such that s�l��� is divisible
by ��� then those zeros are

zk�� � � fl

�
� �

k

l

�
� � � k � l and zl�� � �

ls

fl�l� �
�

The coe�cients of Pl�X� can be determined via Newton�s formulas �see ���� from
the power sums

sn�� � 	�
lX

k��

znk � � � n � l � ��

From Fourier series expansions for ��� � and ��l� � it is possible to deduce Fourier
series expansions for the coe�cients of Pl�X�� On the other hand� since Pl�X� �
Gl�X� j�l� ��� we can also write down the coe�cients of Pl�X� using the Fourier
expansion of j�l� �� Comparing coe�cients� we 
nd Gl�X�Y ��

For example� for l � � we have

f��� � � e���i� ������ e��i� ��� e��i� ���� e��i� ����� e��i� ����� e���i� � � � � �

Using the power sums

s��� � � ���� s��� � � ���

and

s��� � � � e���i� � ����� � ������ e��i� � �������� e���i� � � � � �

s��� � � ���� e���i� � ������ � �������� e��i� � ���������� e���i� � � � � �

we can compute G��X�Y � � ZZ�X�Y  as

G��X�Y � � X� � �� �X� � ��� �X� � ��� �X �X � Y � ����

Computing Gl�X�Y � means performing additions� subtractions� multiplications and
divisions of truncated Fourier series expansions� A large prime l� for which we have
computed Gl�X�Y �� is l � ���� In that computation� we had to use ����� terms
of all occurring Fourier series� The coe�cients of G��	�X�Y � have approximately
��� decimal digits� To avoid computing with multi�precision integers� we use Chi�
nese remaindering� i�e� we determine Gl�X�Y � modulo many ���bit primes� the so
called Chinese primes� We then use the FFT�algorithm to do the multiplication of
the truncated Fourier series� This requires a special choice of the Chinese primes�
The computation of Gl�X�Y � modulo the various Chinese primes is distributed over
a network of workstations using the distributed system LiPS ���� For comput�
ing G��	�X�Y �� �� Chinese primes were necessary� The computation of G��	�X�Y �
modulo each of those primes took approximately � hours on a SPARC ELC work�
station� Distributed over a network of �� SPARC ELC workstations� the real time
for computing G��	�X�Y � was �� hours� the total running time was approximately
��� hours ���� MIPS days��
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� Computing the group order modulo a prime

number l

We describe� how to obtain information about �E�IFp� mod l for a prime p� an
elliptic curve E over IFp and a prime l� So far the largest p� for which such a
computation has been carried out� is p � ���
� � ���� the elliptic curve was E �
��������� ��������� �see ���� We will illustrate the description by giving numerical
data of this computation�

Instead of determining �E�IFp� mod l directly� the algorithm exhibits information
about c � p�����IFp�� It is known that jcj � �

p
p �see ����� First the j�invariant

of E is computed which is

j�E� � ����
�a�

�a� � ��b�
�

Then we calculate the polynomial Gl�E�X� � IFp�X which is obtained by substi�
tuting in Gl�X�Y � the variable Y with j�E� and reducing the coe�cients by their
residue classes modulo p� In order to obtain information about c mod l we now
exhibit the degrees of the irreducible factors of Gl�E�X� in IFp�X� It can be shown
that there are only the following possibilities	

�� Gl�E�X� has a linear factor in IFp�X� Then c mod l can be computed exactly
using a method of Elkies ���

�� Gl�E�X� factors into a product of irreducible polynomials in IFp�X which are
all of the same degree d � �� Using all elements of order d in the 
nite 
eld
IF�l� � we can compute a list of ��d� possible values for c mod l� where �� � is
the Euler totient function�

Here is a list of decomposition types of polynomials Gl�E�X� and the corresponding
number k�l� of possibilities for c mod l for our example� We also list the computation
times�
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l decomp� type k�l� comp� time

� ��� �� � � min �� s
� ��� � � min �� s
�� ��� �� ��� � �� min �� s
�� ��� �� ��� � �� min �� s
�� ��� �� � �� min �� s
��� ����� ��� � h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � � h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � �� h �� min
��� ����� �� � h � min
��� ����� �� � h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � �� h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � �� h � min
��� ����� � � � � ���� �� �� h �� min
��� ����� ��� �� h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� ���� � �� h �� min
��� ����� ��� �� h �� min
��� ����� � � � � ���� ��� �� h �� min
��� ��� � � � � �� � �� h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � �� h �� min
��� ��� �� ���� � � � � ���� � �� h � min

A major portion of the computing time is spent on the determination of the de�
composition type of Gl�X�� We 
rst compute Xp mod Gl�E�X�� Then we compute
gcd�Xp � X�Gl�E�X��� If this gcd is non�trivial� then we can compute a root of
Gl�E�X� modulo p� and from this we compute the value of c mod l exactly using the
Elkies algorithm� Otherwise we search for the smallest d dividing the degree l � �
of the polynomial Gl�E�X�� such that Xpd � X mod Gl�E�X�� The computation of

Xpd mod Gl�E�X� is done with a repeated modular composition algorithm �see �����

which uses the following fact	 let Xpk � g�X� mod Gl�E�X�� Then we have for all

� � s � k the following formula for computing Xpk�s mod Gl�E�X�	

Xpk�s � g
�
Xps

�
mod Gl�E�X��

To carry out these computations� we need to perform polynomial arithmetic modulo
Gl�E�X�� Multiplication of polynomials is done using a combination of Chinese
remaindering and the FFT� Small primes r are chosen so that r � � is divisible
by a high power of two� and the product of these primes is a bit bigger than p��
To multiply two polynomials over IFp� the coe�cients �represented as nonnegative
integers less than p� are reduced modulo the small primes� then we compute the
product polynomial modulo each small prime via the FFT� 
nally� we apply the
Chinese remainder algorithm to each coe�cient� and reduce modulo p�

In practice� this runs much faster than the classical �school� method for the size of
polynomials we are considering �the cross�over point being less than degree ���� and
is critical in obtaining reasonable running times�
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Division by Gl�E�X� with remainder is done using a standard reduction to polyno�
mial multiplication� however� as Gl�E�X� remains 
xed for many divisions� it pays to
perform some precomputation on Gl�E�X�� With this precomputation� one squaring
modulo Gl�E�X� costs about ��� times the cost of simply multiplying two degree l
polynomials� Details on these algorithms can be found in ����

To compute the group order �E�IFp�� we have to carry out this computation for
many primes l� In our example we had to use all primes l � ���� Again the
computation is distributed over a network of workstations with LiPS�

� Combining possible values

Suppose that p�E and c are as in the previous section� We will describe how we
actually compute the order of the group E�IFp� after knowing possible values for c
mod li for primes l�� � � � � lr with

Qr
i�� li � �

p
p� Let m� be the product of all prime

numbers li for which we know c mod li exactly� By Chinese remaindering we 
nd
a number c� � f�� � � � �m� � �g with c � c� mod m�� The remaining primes are
divided into two sets L� and L�� From the possible values for c modulo the elements
of L� we determine by Chinese remaindering the set C� of all possible values of c
modulo the product m� of the primes in L�� The modulus m� and the set C� are
obtained from L� in an analogous way� L� and L� are chosen such that C� and C�

are approximately of equal cardinality� Now we know that

� c � c� mod m��

� c � c� mod m� for some c� � C��

� c � c� mod m� for some c� � C��

To 
nd the correct values for c� and c�� we use Atkin�s variant of Shank�s �Baby�
step�Giantstep� method� It is possible to write

c � c� �m� � �m� r� �m� r��

with integers jr�j � m��� and jr�j � m� satisfying

r� � c� �m�m��
�� � c� mod m� and r� � c� �m�m��

�� � c� mod m�� ���

By ���� we can compute a candidate for r� for each element in C� and a candidate
for r� for each element of C�� The correct values for r� and r� are determined using
Lagrange�s theorem which implies that

�p � �� c� �Q � O

for any point Q on E� We choose a random point Q on E and check whether

�q � �� c�� �Q�m�m� r� �Q � m�m� r� �Q ���
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is satis
ed� This check is done by computing and storing the left hand side of ��� for
all candidates for r�� Those points are then ordered according to the x�coordinate to
allow binary search� Then we compute the right hand side of ��� for all candidates
r� and compare it to the stored points�

We remark that the algorithm only computes a candidate for the group order which
must then be proven correct� So far� we have encountered no case in which the
algorithm failed to 
nd the group order�

In our example� we found �� primes for which c mod l could be computed exactly�
The values of c� and m� were

c�� � � ��	
��������	
�����	��	
	����������	������
�����	���

�
�������	���	
�	
�����	
����	�
�
�	��
���	
���	�����


�������������
	���	��	�����
���
	

�����

�����
�	�


�
��	��	�

and

m�� � ����
��������
��������
���

�
�
��������	���		��
�����

��
�����������
�������
����
�	������	������	��
��		��

�������
	��
�
��	��������������
	�
���������	��
����

����	 �

The sets L� and L� contained � primes� The moduli m� and m� were m� � �����
and m� � ��������� We found a set C� of ��� possible values for c� and a set C� of
�� possible values for c�� The Babystep�Giantstep part took �� minutes ��� MIPS
minutes��

Using this algorithm� we were able to compute the group order in our example� For
p � ���
����� and E � ��������� ��������� we computed the group order �E�IFp�
as

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������

����������������������������������������������������������������


�
���������
�
����������
��������	��

���
��
���
�����
�

���������������������	
������������������������	��	�	�
���	�

�������������������
�������	������	���������������

The total running time for this computation was approximately ���� MIPS days �not
including the precomputation step� on a network of �� SPARC ELC workstations
the computation took one week of real time�

� Further improvements

As we have seen� even when distributed on a network of workstations� the determi�
nation of �E�IFp� for a ����digit prime p required one week of computing time� For
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cryptographers who wish to check the cryptographic properties of an elliptic curve
this is still too slow� The time critical parts of the computation are the Fourier
series calculation and the polynomial computations in the main part of the algo�
rithm� Both are done using FFT� Those FFT computations can be parallelized and
we expect this parallelization to reduce the running time by a considerable factor�
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